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Abstract

Knowledge data are massive and widespread
in the real-world, which can serve as good ex-
ternal sources to enrich conversations. How-
ever, in knowledge-grounded conversations,
current models still lack the fine-grained con-
trol over knowledge selection and integra-
tion with dialogues, which finally leads to
the knowledge-irrelevant response generation
problems: 1) knowledge selection merely re-
lies on the dialogue context, ignoring the inher-
ent knowledge transitions along with conversa-
tion flows; 2) the models often over-fit during
training, resulting with incoherent response
by referring to unrelated tokens from specific
knowledge content in the testing phase; 3) al-
though response is generated upon the dia-
logue history and knowledge, the models of-
ten tend to overlook the selected knowledge,
and hence generates knowledge-irrelevant re-
sponse. To address these problems, we pro-
posed to explicitly model the knowledge tran-
sition in sequential multi-turn conversations
by abstracting knowledge into topic tags. Be-
sides, to fully utilizing the selected knowl-
edge in generative process, we propose pre-
training a knowledge-aware response gener-
ator to pay more attention on the selected
knowledge. In particular, a sequential knowl-
edge transition model equipped with a pre-
trained knowledge-aware response generator
(SKT-KG) formulates the high-level knowl-
edge transition and fully utilizes the limited
knowledge data. Experimental results on
both structured and unstructured knowledge-
grounded dialogue benchmarks indicate that
our model achieves better performance over
baseline models.

1 Introduction

Knowledge-grounded conversations (Long et al.,
2017; Liu et al., 2018; Niu et al., 2019; Xu et al.,
2020), aiming at improving the informativeness

∗Work done at Data Science Lab, JD.com.
†Corresponding author.

Do you like Aries actors ?

Of course, I am the Aries!

Chao Wu's astrological sign is also
the Aries.

I know him, his blood type is O.

Is it good? What the main theme?

it tells a story about twin flowers.

Conversations Knowledge Transition
{actor,  astrological sign, Aries}

{actor,  astrological sign, Aries}

{Chao Wu,  astrological sign, Aries}

{Lunar Eclipse, review, twin flowers}

{Chao Wu,  blood typology, O type}

Really? I just know one of his
movies Lunar Eclipse.

Great, I will see it.

{Lunar Eclipse, review, twin flowers}

{Chao Wu, masterpiece, Lunar Eclipse}

{Chao Wu, masterpiece, Lunar Eclipse}

Figure 1: The example from the DuConv dataset (Wu
et al., 2019), shows the knowledge transition in real di-
alogue.

and specificity of dialogue generation by exploit-
ing external knowledge sources, has attracted much
attention as a potential solution to relieve the com-
mon response problem (Li et al., 2015; Zhang et al.,
2018a; Ren et al., 2020) in dialogue generation,
i.e.,‘ I don’t know.’ and ‘ What do you mean?’. Typ-
ically, knowledge-grounded conversation is decom-
posed into two sub-processes (Dinan et al., 2018;
Wu et al., 2019): knowledge selection (KS) based
on dialogue context, and response generation with
reference to the selected knowledge. Therefore, to
select relevant knowledge and then incorporate it
efficiently, is of great significance for multi-turn
knowledge-grounded dialogue generation task.

Although external knowledge sources are
widespread in the real-world, in fact, current
knowledge-grounded conversations still lack the
fine-grained control over knowledge selection
and integration with dialogues. Most existing
works (Liu et al., 2018; Niu et al., 2019) select
knowledge according to the given dialogue con-
text (Lian et al., 2019; Kim et al., 2020). However,
the sequential transition characteristic of knowl-
edge (also known as knowledge shift) along multi-
ple sequential conversation turns is neglected. As
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shown in Figure 1, two people are talking about
an actor from the knowledge “astrological sign"
to another knowledge “blood typology", which is a
natural transition in human personality chat (Mayo
et al., 1978; Miller, 2014). By nature, taking the
knowledge sequential transition characteristic into
account is of tremendous benefits to the knowledge
grounded conversations.

What’s more, knowledge-irrelevant response
generation problem also hampers the performance
of existing models. This is caused by two rea-
sons. The first reason is that current models often
over-fit during training, resulting with incoherent
response by referring to unrelated tokens from spe-
cific knowledge content in testing phase. To resolve
this problem, we propose to calculate the knowl-
edge transition probability among different turns on
a high-level representation, i.e., knowledge topic
tag. With such concise high-level knowledge repre-
sentation, our model is not limited to conventional
structured knowledge-grounded conversation but
can be easily adapted to unstructured knowledge-
based conversations. For example, in structured
triple data, i.e.,{obj, relation, content}, we can uti-
lize the “relation" as the high-level topic tag to
model the sequential knowledge transition process
in conversations. As shown in Figure 1, the topic
migrates from the “astrological sign’" tag to the
“blood typology" tag, and then moves to the “master-
piece". In the unstructured dataset like ’Wizard of
Wikipedia’ (Dinan et al., 2018), we can utilize topic
models, such as LDA (Blei et al., 2003), to obtain
the knowledge tag for each turn, and then calculate
the sequential transition probability among these
tags. Since the number of tag categories is limited,
it can be well employed to model the knowledge
transition.

Moreover, the second reason is that the models
often tends to overlook the selected knowledge, and
hence generates knowledge-irrelevant response. To
address this problem, we propose pre-training a
knowledge-aware response generator, aiming at
generating a natural sentence based on a given
knowledge, in order to make full use of the limited
knowledge data. For example in Figure 1, given
the triple ‘ {Chao Wu, astrological sign, Aries}’
, the knowledge-aware generator is optimized to
generate a sentence ‘ Chao Wu’s astrological sign
is Aries.’. Obviously, the generator should also has
the ability to generate ‘ Zhiling Lin’s astrological
sign is Virgo.’ while given ‘{Zhiling Lin, astrologi-

cal sign, Virgo}’. Actually, the knowledge-aware
response generator learns how to generate a natu-
ral sentence based on a relation tag rather than the
knowledge content. It is like that one student learns
grammar rules rather than specific examples while
learning a foreign language. Therefore, even with
the limited data, the generator can also generate
relevant sentences about given knowledge.

In this paper, we propose a sequential knowl-
edge transition model equipped with a pre-trained
knowledge-aware response generator (SKT-KG),
which can conduct the high-level knowledge tran-
sition in conversation and fully use of the limited
knowledge data. Specifically, at first, we pre-train
a transformer-based response generator based on
the knowledge. And then, we utilize a BiLSTM-
CRF (Huang et al., 2015) network to model the
knowledge transition process, and select the knowl-
edge tag with maximum score and its correspond-
ing knowledge content. Finally, we feed the dia-
logue utterances and the selected knowledge con-
tent together into the pre-trained knowledge-aware
response generator to generate final response.

In our experiments, we use two public
knowledge-grounded dialogue datasets to evaluate
our proposed models, i.e. structured DuConv cor-
pus and unstructured Wizard of Wikipedia (WoW)
corpus. The results show that our SKT-KG model
has the ability to produce more diverse and suitable
responses than traditional knowledge-grounded
models. Besides, we conduct an analysis on knowl-
edge selection, and the results show that the SKT-
KG model obtains higher ranking measure than
baselines, which indicates that the knowledge se-
lected by our model is reasonable.

2 Related Work

Recently, dialogue systems have gained more at-
tention in both research community (Vougiouklis
et al., 2016; Liu et al., 2018; Zhou et al., 2018; Shen
et al., 2019; Shen and Feng, 2020) and industry (Xu
et al., 2020; Zhao et al., 2020), because of its prac-
ticality in the real application, such as chatbot and
customer services (Chen et al., 2020; Liu et al.,
2020; Shen et al., 2021; Zhang et al., 2019; Chen
et al., 2018; Zhang et al., 2020). With external
knowledge sources, dialogue systems can gener-
ate more specific and informative response, which
has great potential to resolve the common response
problem (Zhang et al., 2018b; Ren et al., 2020).
The majority of previous works decomposed the
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Figure 2: The architecture of SKT-KG model. The left shows the pre-training phase of knowledge-aware response
generator with a flexible self-attention mask mechanism. The bottom-right shows the knowledge transition module,
which can select the knowledge sequentially along with conversations. And the top-right shows the fine-tuning
phase to generate a response based on the selected knowledge and dialogue utterances in history.

knowledge-grounded dialogue generation task into
two sub-problems: knowledge selection and re-
sponse selection.

In knowledge selection, previous works pro-
posed to use the keyword matching (Ghazvinine-
jad et al., 2018; Liu et al., 2018), information re-
trieval (Young et al., 2018) and entity diffusion (Liu
et al., 2018) methods to detect the relevant knowl-
edge based on dialogue context, and finally feed
both dialogue utterances and the selected knowl-
edge into generative models. Specifically, Zhou
et al. (2018) proposed to employ the graph attention
mechanism to encode the retrieved relevant knowl-
edge graph, which can augment the semantic un-
derstanding of dialogue context. Lian et al. (2019)
proposed to use the prior and posterior distributions
over knowledge to facilitate knowledge selection.
Although these work are capable to model the re-
lationship between context and knowledge, they
still ignored the knowledge transition characteris-
tic, which is important for knowledge selection.

Human dialogue depends on both local infor-
mation and global information. Peng et al. (2019)
also pointed out that natural language understand-
ing requires a coherent understanding of a series
of events or actions, not only what events have
appeared, but also what is likely to happen next.
Therefore, it is critical to obtain the natural and
relevant knowledge for the knowledge-grounded
dialogue generation. Sun et al. (2020) proposed to
recurrently update the knowledge based on conver-
sation history and progressively incorporate it into
the history step-by-step. But they only consider
the relationship of history to knowledge. However,
these models may also suffer from a knowledge
sparse problem, due to the low-resource limitation

in reality (Zhao et al., 2020).
In reality, sufficient knowledge-grounded dia-

logues data are difficult to obtain. To tackle this
practical challenge, Su et al. (2020) proposed to
augment the dialogue generation with external
non-conversational text, which may also introduce
much noise. Li et al. (2020) proposed to pre-train
the knowledge encoder with unstructured knowl-
edge and fine-tune the model using the limited
knowledge-grounded training examples. In our
work, we propose to make full use of our training
data and model the high-level knowledge transition
process, which can resolve the sparse problem in
knowledge-grounded dialogue data.

3 Approach

In this section, we propose a novel sequen-
tial knowledge transition model with pre-trained
knowledge-aware response generator (SKT-KG),
as shown in Figure 2. This model contains three
major parts: pre-trained knowledge-aware response
generator, sequential knowledge transition, and
transformer decoder. Specifically, we firstly pre-
train a transformer-based knowledge-aware re-
sponse generator based on the knowledge and its
corresponding natural sentence. And then, we uti-
lize a BiLSTM-CRF (Huang et al., 2015) network
to model the knowledge transition process, and se-
lect knowledge tag with maximum score and its
corresponding knowledge content. Finally, we feed
the context utterances and this selected knowledge
content into the knowledge-aware response genera-
tor to fine-tune it. After fine-tuning, response can
be generated by given the selected knowledge tag
and corresponding content, and history dialogue
utterances.
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Figure 3: An example for the input representation. In the pre-training phase, we mask the context utterances
part. And for the fine-tune response generation phase, we concatenate the selected knowledge tag, the selected
knowledge content and history utterances as input.

3.1 Input Representation

Firstly, we introduce the data formulation in our
model. Given the history knowledge content
K = {k1, · · · , kn}, the history context C =
{c1, · · · , cn} and the candidate knowledge set for
response CK = {ck1, · · · , ckm}, the goal of
our model is to select the most relevant and nat-
ural knowledge ckt ∈ CK based on the sequen-
tial K and C, and then generate the response
Y = {y1, · · · , y|L|} based on the selected knowl-
edge ckt and context C. It is worth noting that each
history utterance ci is related to a history knowl-
edge ki and each knowledge ki has a knowledge tag
ti ∈ T , which is explicit in the structured knowl-
edge, such as ‘ relation’ in triple knowledge as
shown in Figure 1, and implicit in the unstructured
knowledge, which is abstracted by topic model, i.e.,
LDA (Blei et al., 2003). Knowledge tag category
T = {t1, ..., tN} has N different knowledge tags.

We utilize the classical transformer blocks as the
backbone framework. To generate response Y , the
original input is the concatenation of the selected
knowledge tag st, the selected knowledge content
ckt and the history context utterances{c1, · · · , cn}.
We use three different embedding methods for the
original input: Token embedding, Role embedding
and Position embedding, as shown in Figure 3. For
knowledge content and dialogue utterances, we
utilize the word embedding of each token as the
token embedding. For knowledge tag, we map
each tag to different categories as the token embed-
ding. A special end-of-knowledge [EOK] token is
inserted between knowledge and utterance context
to mark the border. Another token end-of-utterance
[EOU] is added at the end of each history dialog
utterance. Role embeddings are employed to differ-
entiate knowledge content and dialogue utterances.
The role embedding EK is added for the knowl-
edge content, as well as dialogue utterances are
represented by role embedding EC . Position em-
beddings are added according to the token position

in each utterance. Note that for the special token of
knowledge tag, its corresponding role and position
embeddings are both set to zero.

3.2 Pre-trained Knowledge-aware Response
Generator

In our pre-trained knowledge-aware response gen-
erator, there are two essential phases we should
consider: pre-training phase and fine-tuning re-
sponse generation phase. In the pre-training phase,
given the knowledge tag and knowledge content,
our generator focuses on generating the relevant
sentence, as shown in the left of Figure 2. And in
the fine-tuning response generation phase, given
the context utterances, the knowledge tag and the
selected knowledge content, our generator focuses
on generating the natural and relevant response, as
shown in the top-right of Figure 2. To unify the pre-
training phase and fine-tuning phase, we propose to
utilize the flexible self-attention mask mechanism
to distinguish the input representation in this two
phases, as shown in Figure 3.

In the pre-training phase, we employ a self-
attention mask mechanism to the history dialogue
utterances, in order to train the knowledge-aware re-
sponse generator independently. Given the knowl-
edge content ki ∈ K, its knowledge tag ti ∈ T and
its corresponding sentence ci = {xi1, · · · , xiN}, we
choose the negative log-likelihood loss as our train-
ing optimization.

Lpre(θ) = −
N∑
t=1

logp(xit|xi<t, k
i, ti; θ),

where θ denotes the model parameters and xi<t

denotes the previously generated words.

3.3 Sequential Knowledge Transition
In this section, we will introduce the knowledge
selection process, including the utterance encoding
and transition modules. To obtain the next knowl-
edge tag, we should consider both the sequential
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knowledge tags and the sequential context utter-
ances, as shown in Figure 4.
Utterance Encoding. To conduct the context se-
quential representation, we use the standard base
BERT model with average pooling (Cer et al.,
2018) and the BiLSTM to obtain the context se-
quential representation. Given the context utter-
ances C = {c1, · · · , cn} where ci is composed of
a group of words {xi1, ..., xiN}, we utilize a stan-
dard BERT model to encode each utterance ci as
a sentence embedding ui

c. And then, we apply a
BiLSTM on these sentence embedding to obtain
the context sequential representation:

Hi
c = BERTbase{[xi1, ..., xiN ]},

ui
c = averpool(Hi

c),

hi
c = BiLSTM(ui

c,h
i−1
c ).

Knowledge Transition. We model the knowledge
tag transition process with the assistance of Condi-
tional Random Field (CRF) mechanism (Lafferty
et al., 2001). We combine a BiLSTM network and
a CRF network to form a BiLSTM-CRF model, as
shown in Figure 4. This network can efficiently
use past input features via a BiLSTM layer and
sentence level tag information via a CRF layer. For
each BiLSTM cell, it will output the score of each
tag. Given a context representation hi

c, the corre-
sponding tag scores is:

scorei+1[t
i+1] = softmax(W1h

i
c + b1),

where W1 and b1 are the training parameters.
scorei+1[t

i+1] means the output score of knowl-
edge tag ti+1 at the (i + 1)-th step. CRF layer is
capable to model the sequential tag relationship by
maximizing a global score C(t1, t2, ...tn, θ). This
global score is the concatenation of a transition
score T [i, j] and a matrix of score. T [i, j] is to
model the transition probability from i-th tag to j-th
for a pair of consecutive steps. The matrix of score
is used to record tag transition path along with the
context sentences.

C(t1, t2, ...tn, θ) =
n∑

i=1

T [ti, ti+1]+
n∑

i=1

scorei+1[t
i+1]

Therefore, our final selected knowledge tag st
should be:

st = argmax(C(t1, t2, ...tn, θ)).

Kg Tag

Context

Sequential Knowledge Transition Phase
...

...

...

BiLSTM
   candidate kg topic:

    {..., review, ...} 
    {..., blood type, ...}

    {..., masterpiece, ...}
   ......

Fine-tuning
Generation
Phase

Figure 4: Sequential knowledge transition phase.

Once we get the knowledge tag st, we are able to
pick out the corresponding knowledge content ckt
from the candidate knowledge set CK. If there are
multiple knowledge contents with the same tag st,
we will apply a coarse-to-fine knowledge matching
module to select out the knowledge content with
maximum score as ckt.
Coarse-to-fine Knowledge Matching. To select
out the final knowledge content from multiple can-
didates with the same knowledge tag, we adopt
BM25 (Robertson and Zaragoza, 2009), as the
supporting coarse-to-fine matching model. Given
a knowledge content and dialogue context pair
(cki, c), the matching model will output a matching
score. We will choose the knowledge content with
the highest score as the final knowledge content.
Knowledge Transition Loss. In the training
phase, we adopt two level knowledge loss to opti-
mize the sequential selection process. Knowledge
tag loss Lkgtag(θ) is a log-likelihood loss to mini-
mized the difference between true tag label and pre-
diction tag label. Knowledge content loss Lkgcont(θ)
is a cross-entropy loss to minimize the divergence
between true knowledge sentence and prediction
one. Therefore, the total knowledge transition loss
is defined to be:

Ltrans(θ) = Lkgtag(θ) + L
kg
cont(θ).

3.4 Fine-tuning and Response Generation
The flexible self-attention mask mechanism en-
ables our pre-trained generator to consider the di-
alogue history in the response generation phase.
Given the generated knowledge tag st and its cor-
responding knowledge content ckt, and the dia-
logue contexts{c1, · · · , cn}, the fine-tuning proce-
dure can be carried out by the following training op-
timization to generate response y = {y1, · · · , yN},
defined as:

LNLL(θ) = −
N∑
t=1

logp(yt|y<t, ckt, st, c
1, · · · , cn; θ),
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The process is shown in the right of the Figure 2.
After fine-tuning phase, response can be generated
by given selected knowledge tag, corresponding
knowledge content, and history dialogue context.

4 Experiments

4.1 Experimental Settings

Dataset. We employ two public knowledge-
grounded dialogue benchmarks in our experiments.
The structured DuConv dataset consists of 29,000
context-response pairs. The corresponding knowl-
edge pool contains 32 different knowledge tags.
We randomly divided the corpus into the train-
ing, validation and testing set, containing 25,000,
2,000, and 2,000 pairs respectively. The Wizard
of Wikipedia (WoW) dataset is conducted with
201,999 dialogues about diverse topics. We ran-
domly split this corpus as 18,430 dialogues for
training, 1,948 dialogues for validation and 1933
dialogues for test. The test set is split into two
subsets: test seen and test unseen. Test Seen con-
tains 965 dialogues on the topics overlapped with
the training set, while test unseen contains 968 dia-
logues on the topics never seen before in training
and validation set.
Baselines. We compare our SKT-KG model
with several state-of-the-art models, including (i)
Transformer: a fully self-attention mechanism
model (Vaswani et al., 2017), (ii) MemNet: The
E2E Transformer with memory mechanism (Dinan
et al., 2018), which uses a Transformer memory
network for knowledge selection and a Transformer
decoder for utterance prediction. (iii) PostKS: Pos-
terior Knowledge Selection (Lian et al., 2019),
which uses the posterior knowledge distribution as
a pseudo-label for knowledge selection. (iv) SLKS:
sequential latent knowledge selection model (Kim
et al., 2020), which keeps track of prior and poste-
rior distribution over knowledge and sequentially
updated considering contexts in previous turns. we
also employ some degraded SKT-KG models to
investigate the effect of our proposed pre-trained
knowledge-aware response generator mechanisms:
SKT is the model without pre-trained knowledge-
aware response generator, only using the knowl-
edge transition to select the knowledge and then
generate the response with transformer decoder.
Parameters Setting. For WoW, we set the vocabu-
lary size to 30,522, as the default setting in BERT 1.

1https://github.com/google-research/bert

Dataset DuConv
Model BLEU-1 / 2 Dist-1 Dist-2 Avg. Ext. Gre.

Transformer 21.39/11.42 4.67 10.36 51.79 32.07 40.62
MemNet(soft) 22.48/19.95 5.26 13.66 57.28 35.06 41.89
PostKS(fusion) 29.76/21.84 5.84 15.52 55.57 39.54 43.72

SLKS 33.93/24.72 8.40 20.06 59.69 40.31 44.79
SKT 35.79/22.36 9.01 21.47 62.57 46.83 50.11

SKT-KG 37.80/26.31 10.57 23.20 65.37 49.63 57.46

Table 1: Automatic evaluation results on DuConv. The
metrics Distinct, Average, Extrema, and Greedy are ab-
breviated as Dist, Avg., Ext., and Gre., respectively.
The best results are highlighted with bold.

For DuConv, we set the vocabulary size to 21,128 2.
To fairly compare our model with all baselines, the
number of hidden nodes is all set to 512 and the
batch size set to 128. The max length of sentence
is set to 30 and the max number of dialogue turns
is set to 8. The topic size of LDA for WoW dataset
is set as 50. We use Adam (Kingma and Ba, 2014)
for gradient optimization in our experiments. The
learning rate is set to 0.001. We run all models on
the Tesla P40 GPU.
Evaluation Measures. We use both quantitative
evaluation and human judgements in our experi-
ments. Specifically, we use the indicators includ-
ing BLEU-1/2 and distinct-1/2, Embedding metrics
(average, extrema and greedy)3. We also measure
the knowledge selection precision and F1 score
between the prediction and ground-truth knowl-
edge. For human evaluation, we randomly sampled
300 generated response and invited six annotators
(all CS majored students) to give their rating score
based on the relevant, informative and natural of
the generated response with respect to the contexts.
The rating ranges from 0 to 3 for relevance, infor-
mativeness and natural, respectively.

4.2 Experimental Results

4.2.1 Metric-based Evaluation
The metric-based evaluation results are shown in
Table 1 and Table 2. From the results, we can see
that the sequential knowledge models, i.e., SLKS
and our SKT models, perform better than the tradi-
tional knowledge-grounded dialogue models, i.e.,
MemNet and PostKS models, in terms of BLEU
and Distinct measures. That’s because the sequen-
tial characteristic in knowledge is significant and
beneficial for the knowledge selection process. Our
proposed SKT-KG model obtains good results. Tak-

2https://github.com/ymcui/Chinese-BERT-wwm
3https://github.com/Maluuba/nlg-eval
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Dataset WoW Test Seen WoW Test Unseen
Model BLEU-1 / 2 Dist-1 Dist-2 Avg. Ext. Gre. BLEU-1 / 2 Dist-1 Dist-2 Avg. Ext. Gre.

Transformer 15.76/6.45 2.97 10.72 46.21 34.45 40.98 15.16/5.45 2.45 6.62 41.13 34.71 37.29
MemNet(soft) 16.67/6.67 3.65 11.28 48.23 40.37 44.19 14.72/4.81 2.15 16.18 42.38 35.74 38.53
PostKS(fusion) 17.21/6.98 5.67 21.85 53.36 39.25 45.17 15.61/5.38 2.87 15.18 44.24 38.69 40.38

SLKS 18.91/7.64 7.35 26.59 53.98 43.57 51.20 15.91/6.14 2.35 16.59 42.02 39.15 43.66
SKT 19.16/7.32 7.65 27.46 55.99 44.74 47.03 13.50/6.96 3.08 16.04 46.29 39.70 42.43

SKT-KG 20.62/7.36 7.79 28.32 59.71 48.87 54.26 16.26/6.99 3.69 16.83 52.85 41.07 45.39

Table 2: Automatic evaluation results on Wizard of Wikipedia datasets. The metrics Distinct, Average, Extrema,
and Greedy are abbreviated as Dist, Avg., Ext., and Gre., respectively. The best results are highlighted with bold.

Dataset Model F1 klg Acc.

DuConv

MemNet (soft) 15.49 0.22
PostKS (fusion) 16.38 0.23

SLKS 17.62 0.26
SKT 17.75 0.29

SKT-KG 19.26 0.29
MemNet (soft) 17.23 0.19
PostKS (fusion) 16.36 0.21

WoW SLKS 18.91 0.23
Test Seen SKT 19.25 0.26

SKT-KG 19.73 0.26

Table 3: The unigram F1 score and knowledge selec-
tion accuracy between SKT-KG and other base-lines on
two datasets. The klg stands for knowledge here.

ing the BLEU-2 value on the DuConv dataset as an
example, the BLEU-2 value of SKT-KG is 26.31,
which is better than that of baseline models. The
distinct-2 value of our model is also higher than
other baseline models, indicating that our model
can generate more diverse responses. For the un-
igram F1 score of the knowledge selection in Ta-
ble 3, the F1 score of SKT-KG is 19.26, which is
better than other models, showing that our model
can extract more relevant and natural knowledge
than baseline models. Compared with the ablation
model SKT, we find that the pre-trained knowledge-
aware response generator in our model can improve
distinct measure and unigram F1 score, indicating
that the model with pre-trained generator has abil-
ity to generate more diverse response. We also
conducted a significant test. The experimental re-
sults show that the improvement of our model is
significant in both datasets, i.e., p-value < 0.01. In
summary, our SKT-KG model is able to generate
higher relevant and more diverse responses than
the baselines.

4.2.2 Human Evaluation

The results of human evaluation are shown in Ta-
ble 4. The rating scores are given to evaluate the
relevance, informativeness and natural of the gen-

Dataset Model Rel Info Nat kappa

DuConv

MemNet(soft) 1.7 1.9 1.6 0.49
PostKS(fusion) 2.1 2.0 1.7 0.59

SLKS 1.9 2.2 2.1 0.42
SKT 2.2 2.1 1.9 0.47

SKT-KG 2.3 2.6 2.3 0.58
MemNet(soft) 1.6 1.8 1.4 0.45
PostKS(fusion) 1.7 2.0 1.6 0.51

WoW SLKS 1.9 2.3 1.7 0.49
Test Seen SKT 2.0 1.9 1.6 0.44

SKT-KG 2.0 2.2 1.9 0.46

Table 4: Human evaluation between SKT-KG and other
baselines on DuConv and WoW test seen datasets.

erated responses. From the experimental results,
the relevance (Rel), information (Info) and natural
(Nat) score for our model is greater than that of
MemNet, PostKS and SLKS, indicating that our
SKT-KG model is better than the baseline meth-
ods. Taking DuConv as an example, the score of
relevance and informativeness in SKT-KG are 2.3
and 2.6, respectively, while the SLKS are 2.2 and
2.1, indicating that our model can generate more
informative response than SLKS. In addition, for
the natural comparison, the score of SKT-KG is 2.3,
which is larger than SLKS i.e.,2.1, showing that the
high-level knowledge transition is effective for the
knowledge-grounded dialogue generation task and
our SKT-KG model can generate more natural re-
sponse with more information. The Kappa (Fleiss,
1971) value demonstrates the consistency of differ-
ent annotators. We also conducted a significant test,
and the improvement of our model is significant on
both datasets, i.e., p-value < 0.01.

4.2.3 Case study

To facilitate a better understanding of our model,
we present some examples in Figure 5. From the
multi-turn dialogues, we can see that the knowl-
edge topic is from ‘ reviews of Mengyao Xi’, to the
‘master work of her’, and then to the ‘ master work
of Sui He’. The knowledge tag of ground-truth
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Model DuConv
P@1 R@1 F@1 P@2 R@2 F@2 P@5 R@5 F@5

PostKS(fusion) 0.23 0.19 0.21 0.23 0.33 0.27 0.22 0.71 0.34
SLKS 0.26 0.21 0.23 0.25 0.35 0.29 0.25 0.74 0.37

SKT-KG 0.29 0.22 0.25 0.27 0.38 0.32 0.26 0.77 0.39

Model WoW Test Seen
P@1 R@1 F@1 P@2 R@2 F@2 P@5 R@5 F@5

PostKS(fusion) 0.21 0.17 0.19 0.22 0.29 0.25 0.19 0.67 0.30
SLKS 0.23 0.19 0.20 0.21 0.34 0.26 0.19 0.69 0.30

SKT-KG 0.26 0.21 0.23 0.25 0.35 0.29 0.21 0.73 0.33

Table 5: The ranking evaluation of knowledge selection on DuConv and WoW datasets.
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A: 奚梦瑶你认识吗？演技好一般啊。(Meng-yao Xi, Do you know her? Not 
very good skill.)
B: 认识，和你说的一样哈哈。 (Yes, I know her, as you said.)
A: 不管怎么说，她也还是参加过维多利亚秘密秀的人。(However, she has attended 
the Victoria’s Secret show.)
B: 对了，我记得一个浙江温州的女孩也参加过这个。(Yes, I remember another girl 
from Wenzhou, Zhejiang also attended.)
A: 是的，叫何穗，厉害许多。(Yes, it’s Sui He, much better!)

维多利亚的秘密
Victoria’s Secret

演技一般
Not good skill
中国上海

Shanghai, China
东华大学

East China Univ.
女

Female
178 厘米
178 cm
代表作

Masterpiece
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Wenzhou, Zhejiang

维多利亚的秘密
Victoria’s Secret

Multi-turn Dialogue

PostKS

MemNet

SLKS

Ground Truth

SKT-KG

是的，她的身高是178厘米.(Yes, her height is 178 cm.)

她还是一个明星呢。(She is also a super star.)

对，她是中国天使。(Yes, she is the angel of China.)

哈哈，她可被誉为中国天使呢。(Haha, she was named as the Angel 
of China.)

何穗可是被称作中国天使的女孩呢。(Sui He was the girl named as 
the angel of China.)

Figure 5: The case of generated response from different models on DuConv.

is the ‘ reviews of Sui He ’. From the generation
results, we can see that the sequential-based model
performs better than the selection model, i.e., Mem-
Net and PostKS. Taking an example in Figure 5,
an un-natural response is generated by MemNet
and PostKS, such as ‘Area of Sui He ’ and ‘ Height
of Sui He’. However, the sequential model can gen-
erate more natural and relevant responses, such as ‘
Yes, she is the angel of China’ and ‘He Sui was the
girl named as the angel of China ’. This is mainly
because the sequential model is able to locate the
‘ reviews’ knowledge which is more natural for
the contexts. Moreover, our high-level transition
model with pre-trained knowledge-aware response
generator can generate more informative response
than SLKS, as shown in Figure 5.

4.3 Analysis on Knowledge Selection

To verify whether the performance improvements
are owing to the knowledge transition module, we
conduct a further data analysis. Specifically, we
randomly sample 300 examples from the DuConv
dataset and WoW dataset, to evaluate the perfor-
mance of the knowledge selection process in base-

lines and our model. As knowledge-grounded di-
alogue models will select the relevant knowledge
from the candidate knowledge set based on the di-
alogue contexts, we can treat it as a ranking task.
Ranking evaluation measures, such as the preci-
sion, recall and F1 score, are used for quantitative
evaluations. Then we calculate the precision, recall
and F1 score of the top 1,2,5 for PostKS, SLKS
and our SKT-KG model. The results are shown in
Table 5. We can see that the the sequential knowl-
edge selection models, such as SLKS and SKT-KG,
perform better than traditional selection model, i.e.,
PostKS, validating the effectiveness of sequential
knowledge model. These results indicate that our
proposed knowledge sequential transition module
is capable to select out more relevant knowledge
content than baseline models.

5 Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper, we propose a sequential knowledge
transition model with knowledge-aware response
generator to model the high-level knowledge tran-
sition and fully utilize the low-resource knowledge
data. SKT-KG models can abstract knowledge into
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tags which leads our model easily to apply into
both the structured and unstructured knowledge-
grounded conversations. Besides, we propose a
pre-trained knowledge-aware response generator,
aiming at generating a natural sentence based on
a given knowledge, to make full use of the lim-
ited data. Experimental results on both structured
and unstructured knowledge-grounded dialogue
datasets show that our SKT-KG model outperforms
baseline models. As for future work, we intend
to apply variational autoencoder to unstructured
dataset, in order to empower models to learn the
knowledge topic by themselves.
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